Publications OPSY 2014

Bookchapters


Articles in peer reviewed Journals


**Articles in other Journals**


**Conferences**
Chris Steyaert presented the paper: “Tracing and theorizing ethics in entrepreneurship: Toward a critical hermeneutics of imagination” (co-authored by Pascal Dey) at the Symposium on “The Impact of Ethics in Organizations: Politics as Embedded Moral Action”, at the 28th ANZAM-conference, UTS Sydney, December, 3-5.

Laurent Marti and Chris Steyaert presented the paper, entitled “Entrepreneurial prototyping in the creative industries: A socio-material analysis of an avant-garde music ensemble at the 28th ANZAM-conference, UTS Sydney, December, 3-5.

Chris Steyaert was holding a key-note talk, entitled “(p)Reviewing Social entrepreneurship: Images, irritations and imaginations”, at the “Innovation and Social Entrepreneurship Symposium”, which is held at RMIT, Melbourne, November, 25-27.

Chris Steyaert was panelist at the Spotlight-event, entitled “Filmaking as social science” where he talked about “a performative approach to the visual in organization studies” in the context of the conference “Sightlines: Filmmaking in the Academy”, organized by the Screen Cultures Research Lab, RMIT, Melbourne, November, 24-25.

Chris Steyaert was a panel member at the key note debate, entitled “Entrepreneurship Inquiry in 2020: Where will it be and what will it look like?” in the context of the 28th RENT-conference, Luxembourg, November, 19-21.

Chris Steyaert presented the paper, entitled “Ethics in (social) entrepreneurship: Towards a critical hermeneutics of imagination” (co-authored by Pascal Dey), at the 28th RENT-conference, Luxembourg, November, 19-21.


Chris Steyaert, Speaker at the Symposium “United we speak: Reaping the power of language in and across management communities”, at the Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management, Philadelphia, August, 1-5.

Chris Steyaert, Speaker at the Symposium “Organization Studies and Process Philosophy, at the Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management, Philadelphia, August, 1-5.
Chris Steyaert, Panelist at the Symposium “Visuality: Beyond the power of words”, at the Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management, Philadelphia, August, 1-5.

Chris Steyaert and Pascal Dey presented the papers entitled “Social Entrepreneurship: A critical hermeneutic of imagination”, in an All Academy Symposium and “Hot words and the politics of language”, at the Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management, Philadelphia, August, 1-5.


Markus Walz, Patrizia Hoyer, Matt Statler, "Into the Abyss: Reflexive Organizational Research (After Herzog)", paper presented at 30th EGOS Colloquium, Rotterdam, July, 3-5.


Christoph Michels and Chris Steyaert, "Performing organizing: Affective atmospheres and moods of ordering", paper presented at 30th EGOS Colloquium, Rotterdam, July, 3-5.


Claudine Gaibrois, "Creating spaces for agency: How members of linguistically diverse organizations counterbalance language skill-related inequality", The Danesha McCoy Outstanding Presentation Award, paper presented at Sixth Annual UC Berkeley Sociological Research Symposium, UC Berkeley (USA), April 18.
**Newspaper Articles/Newsletters/Magazines**


Annette Kluge (Hrsg). Komplexität und Lernen, Newsletter für Organisationales Lernen, Simulation und Training, Ausgabe 31, April/Mai/Juni.

Annette Kluge (Hrsg). Komplexität und Lernen, Newsletter für Organisationales Lernen, Simation und Training, Ausgabe 30, Januar/Februar/März.

**Presentations, lectures**

Mohammed Shafiullah, Re-imaging Indian Minds: A Psychocultural Analysis of Indian cultures, Public lecture series, University of St. Gallen, December, 2, 9, & 16.


Christoph Michels, „Composing urban atmospheres“, presentation at Atmospheres of spatial justice, Venice Italy, April 10.

Julia C. Nentwich, “Seeing is more than hearing: The relevance of visualizing findings in science communication”, XV. Workshop Qualitative Research in Psychology, Weingarten D, March 29.

Christoph Michels, “The City as Socio-Material Performance”, presentation at Swiss STS Meeting: An STS Perspective on the City, University of Lausanne, February 20.


Digitale Ressourcen

Case

Guestlecture

Prestudies

Verena Witzig: Undoing Family? Arbeitsteilung und Geschlechtsidentität in getrennten Familien

Dissertation